
Translation:  
A vital part of global drug 
and vaccine development



About Us

aiaTranslations LLC is the leading 
provider of specialized life sciences 
translation.  With a global network 
of medical linguists, aiaTranslations 
can provide translations for projects 
ranging from clinical trials through 
commercialization and market research.  



Many clinical trials call on international volunteers or are conducted in 
communities where multiple languages are spoken. Additionally, the COVID-19 
pandemic has caused a rise in the popularity of decentralized clinical trials – 
that is, trials that don’t require participants to remain on-site for monitoring.  

All of this means that patient recruitment activities, informed consents, and 
other communications must be adapted for different types of participants. 

Not only does this imply language, but also culture. In order to obtain accurate 
results, clinical trials must consider local customs and aspects of daily life. For 
instance, members of our translation team recently had to localize material 
for a client’s global obesity study. Information on meal plans and dietary 
recommendations not only had to be translated, but also adapted according to 
what foods are available in each location. Restrictions based on local customs 
and religious beliefs also had to be taken into account.

Translation and localization (adapting communication material to specific 
cultures) are necessary in other aspects of clinical trials as well. For instance, 
data reporting, adverse events, DSMB communications, and other regulatory 
documentation will need to be translated into all involved languages. 
Interpreters may also be needed for real-time online communications such as 
video calls between decentralized trial participants, doctors, and researchers.

Why is translation important 
in clinical trials?

From precise medical terminology to clear instructions, the importance 
of language in clinical trials is undeniable. This includes translation, a 

vital way to bridge the gap between trial participants, researchers, and 
manufacturers around the globe. 

But as a less visible aspect of clinical trials, language and translation’s 
importance are often overlooked. As a result, companies may incur 

sanctions, obtain unclear results, and even put patients in danger. When 
planning a clinical trial, companies must keep in mind the need for an 

experienced and expert agency partner.



As in all aspects of drug and vaccine development, the translation process in 
clinical trials is highly controlled and coded. This means, among other things, 
that not just any translator or translation provider should be selected for the job.

Translation for drug and vaccine development and clinical trials involves a 
process known as linguistic validation workflow, which you can see detailed in 
the table below. When looking for a translation provider, companies shoud be 
certain that translators understand this process.

Ensuring accuracy through 
linguistic validation workflow

Step Critical Components Rationale

1. Preparation Client or PM obtains permission to use and 
translate an instrument

To avoid prosecution as a result of using copyright 
material without the proper authorization

Client or PM invites instrument developer to be 
involved in the translation process

So the developer can clarify ambiguities and prevent 
misinterpretation of concepts and terms

PM and instrument developer compile an 
explanation of the concepts contained in the 
instrument

To be provided to the translators for clarity and to 
ensure a culturally equivalent translation

Client or PM recruit one key in-country person per 
target language

To work with the project manager throughout the 
translation process and ideally perform one of the 
forward translations

2. Forward Translation PM provides explanation of concepts to translators 
and key in-country people, and asks translators to 
produce easy-to-read translations tailored to the 
target audience

So translators and key in-country people have 
a common understanding of concepts, and so 
translations are conceptual as opposed to literal

Two or more translators create separate forward 
translations of the instrument

So translations can be compared and sense checked 
during the reconciliation step

3. Reconciliation The two translators discuss and reconcile forward 
translations into one translation with input from 
the PM; or a separate translator reconciles the two 
forward translations

Results in a "best of both" translation and eliminates 
any conceptual discrepancies between the two forward 
translations

4. Back Translation A separate translator performs a back translation 
of the reconciled translation into the source 
language

To make it possible to sense check the back translation 
against the original source-language instrument in later 
steps

5. Back Translation 
Review

PM and key in-country person review the back 
translation against the source-language instrument

To identify any discrepancies between the back 
translation and the original source-language instrument 
and / or to confi rm that the two are conceptually 
equivalent

6. Harmonization PM coordinates the harmonization of translations 
in all languages with each other and with the 
source instrument in committee with the back 
translators

To identify and resolve any discrepancies between 
translations in different languages so the language 
versions are conceptually equivalent to each other and 
the data resulting from the instruments are globally 
meaningful

7. Cognitive Debriefi ng Key in-country person tests the equivalence of 
the translated instrument with a small group of 
representative patients in the relevant target 
country

To check that the target patients understand the 
translation in the intended manner and to identify any 
areas of ambiguity or confusion

8. Review of Cognitive 
Debriefi ng Results and 
Finalization

PM reviews cognitive debriefi ng results and agrees 
on changes to the translations with the key in-
country person in order to fi nalize the translation

To amend the translation based on the results of 
the cognitive debriefi ng so the translation is fully 
understood by patients

9. Proofreading Key in-country person proofreads the fi nalized 
version of the translation

To make sure the fi nal translation is free of minor errors 
and typos

10. Final Report PM writes a report on the translation process, 
which includes a description of the steps, 
decisions made, and methodology used

To document decisions made throughout the 
translation process so that the process can be 
replicated in future translations of the same instrument



Translation has a role to play after development and clinical trials, as well. 
A drug or vaccine that has been approved will require written material and 
possibly voice-overs to be distributed over multiple markets. Elements such as 
instructions, advertising, and online information will need to be translated.

For some markets, translation is not even optional. Notably, the European 
Union requires all medical product instructions to be translated into every EU 
language. This rule is so strictly adhered to that it hasn’t even been lifted to fast-
track coronavirus vaccine development. 

Consistency is another issue that an experienced medical translator must be 
familair with. Consistency must be applied to materials used in clinical trials, as 
well as instructions, press releases, and marketing materials when the drug or 
vaccine is released.  For example, instructions in one language must be the same 
general format and contain the same information as instructions in another 
language

Additionally, marketing materials, warnings, voice-overs, and other means of 
communication need to be informative, localized, and easily identifiable with 
the drug or vaccine in question. 

Using a single translation agency, as opposed to disparate agencies or 
translators, is an easy way to ensure consistency. 

Translation remains crucial 
after the development process

This complex, ten-step process often takes weeks to complete. But it’s the 
best way we know of to ensure that drug and vaccine information has been 
accurately translated. 



Language, including translation, is an essential part of a successful clinical 
trial. Choosing the wrong translation partner means risking inaccurate results, 
unnecessary trial pauses, fines, sanctions, and even restrictions from local 
markets, not to mention possibly putting lives at risk. 

An experienced medical translation provider will be familiar with everything 
from workflow to localization and packaging requirements for your target 
markets.

At aiaTranslations, we’re proud of more than three decades of experience in the 
health and life sciences fields. Our numerous certifications include membership 
in the American Translators Association, as well as the newly established, 
internationally recognized ISO 17100 certificate. 

Our extensive experience, certifications, and knowledge of medical and pharma 
rules and restrictions around the globe have made us an invaluable ally for many 
clients around the world. 

We’d love to be a part of your drug or vaccine development journey.

Let us help you in your drug or 
vaccine development journey

Experienced medical translators possess another essential skill: familiarity 
with local packaging laws. Some markets or even individual countries have 
specific requirements regarding information on medical packaging. 

For instance, the EU made waves in the pharma industry recently by 
adding to their already stringent rules regarding medical device reporting. 
This includes requiring specific symbols on medical packaging, as well as 
information regarding everything from a product’s use to any reported 
incidents being available on a company’s website. 

Working with a translation provider who’s not informed about changes like 
these could lead to sanctions, fines, or even a product being pulled from 
the market.



Follow us on Twitter or on Facebook to learn more about the language of life sciences
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Doylestown, PA  18902 USA

www.aiaTranslations.com
www.aiaLifeSciences.com


